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Inertial Confinement Fusion Program Activities

NIF Polar-Driven, Direct-Drive Activation Shot Tests:
A second series of experiments were performed on
OMEGA to validate the performance of DT-filled glassshell implosions for nuclear diagnostic commissioning
experiments on the National Ignition Facility (NIF). The
targets were 10-atm-DT-gas-filled, 4-nm-thick, 1600-nmdiam glass shells mounted on 17-nm-diam boron fibers,
similar to D2 glass-shell targets imploded last year.1 The
DT filling was accomplished in a newly commissioned
DT-glass-target-filling system at LLE.
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These experiments consisted of both 60-beam symmetric
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and 40-beam polar-driven implosions. The nominal laser
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pared to the predictions of the 1-D hydrodynamics simulation code LILAC. The symmetrically driven implosions
produced a near-1-D neutron-yield performance, while the polar-driven implosions produced, on average, 69% of the predicted
yield. The absolute yield averaged +6 # 1011 DT neutrons for the polar-driven targets.
OMEGA Operations Summary: During March, the Omega Laser Facility conducted a new record total of 200 target shots
with an overall effectiveness of 94.8%. The OMEGA 60-beam laser carried out 137 target shots with an average effectiveness
of 94.5%, while the Omega EP Facility conducted 63 shots with an effectiveness of 95.2%. Of these shots, 123 were taken by
teams led by LLE and LLNL for the National Ignition Campaign. Teams led by LLNL carried out a total of 34 target shots
for the LBS program; 14 shots were taken for CEA and AWE programs; HED programs accounted for 7 target shots; and two
NLUF teams led by MIT and the University of Michigan conducted a total of 22 target shots. Scheduled maintenance was
conducted on both laser systems during the week of 22 March 2010. Highlights of the maintenance week activities included the
following: on OMEGA—integration and testing of the three-color-cycle SSD pre-delay arm; integration testing of MCTC #7;
and optics refurbishments including recoating the top 20 SG4 DPP’s. On OMEGA EP—installing new, long-pulse apodizers on
sources 3 and 4; integrating the high-contrast diagnostic control system; and replacing the SPHR 10 mirror.
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